Ford focus se 2014

The well-rounded, well-built Ford Focus remains a top choice in an increasingly competitive
segment. Introduced at the turn of the century, the first Ford Focus was a pretty good car. It was
fun to drive, versatile and available in a wide range of body styles. But as the years went on,
newer and more polished rivals relegated it to mid-pack status. Not so with the
current-generation Focus, which debuted for and ranks among the best picks in the compact
car segment. Major reasons to consider the Ford Focus sedan and hatchback include sprightly
performance, an upscale interior, a refined ride and excellent fuel economy. Another key
attribute is the Focus' abundance of available high-tech convenience features. One such
luxury-like standout is the automated parallel parking system that can neatly slip the car into a
curbside spot without the driver ever touching the steering wheel. And of course there's Ford's
Sync system, one of the first voice control systems to be offered in any car. The MyFord Touch
interface which consists of configurable control screens , meanwhile, has drawn mixed reviews.
Upon its debut, the system was rather finicky to use, and although Ford has improved it through
software updates, it remains slow and prone to glitches. Even if technology isn't a priority for
you, the fact that Ford offers a choice of hatchback and sedan body styles, as well as a wide
range of trim levels, should give the Focus plenty of appeal. There are even all-electric and
high-performance variants. The former, the Focus Electric, is propelled by a kilowatt
horsepower electric motor and can be recharged in about four hours from a volt power source.
Owners of the electric Focus can keep tabs on its charging state via smartphone integration.
The high-performance Focus ST is covered in a separate review. Well rounded as it is, the Ford
Focus still faces some serious competition in the economy sedan and compact hatchback
class. If you're looking at mainstream models, you might also want to consider the well-made
Chevrolet Cruze , stylish Kia Forte and sprightly Mazda 3. Yet even in this solid grouping, the
Ford Focus impresses. This sophisticated, highly refined and fun-to-drive small sedan and
hatchback earn one of the highest compliments we can pay any car: They look and feel as if
they should be priced higher. The Ford Focus is a compact car that's available in sedan and
four-door hatchback body styles. The high-performance Focus ST is reviewed separately. The S
model, which is only offered as a sedan, comes with inch steel wheels, keyless entry,
air-conditioning, power front windows, power locks and mirrors, a height-adjustable driver seat,
a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel and a four-speaker sound system with a CD player and
auxiliary audio jack. Move up to the SE and you get inch alloy wheels, automatic headlights,
cruise control, power rear windows, a trip computer, Bluetooth phone and audio connectivity, a
six-speaker sound system, Ford's Sync voice-activated phone and audio player interface, and
steering wheel-mounted audio controls. A number of optional packages are available for the SE.
The SE Sport package adds sport cloth seats, rear disc brakes and a leather-wrapped steering
wheel. Choosing that package opens up a couple Interior Trend packages that provide two-tone
color schemes. The SE Winter package adds heated mirrors and heated front seats. There's
also the MyFord Touch package, which includes an 8-inch touchscreen display, a speaker Sony
sound system , a navigation system and dual-zone automatic climate control. Optional only on
the SE sedan is a Super Fuel Economy SFE package, which adds inch steel wheels with aero
wheel covers, low-rolling-resistance tires, rear disc brakes and a rear spoiler. Spring for the
Titanium model and you get the contents of the SE Appearance package, the Winter package
and the MyFord Touch packages minus navigation as standard. The Titanium Handling package
adds inch wheels, an upgraded sport-tuned suspension, a full-size spare and summer tires. The
navigation system is optional for the Titanium. A sunroof and an aero styling body kit are
optional for the SE and Titanium. The Titanium can be had with an automated parallel-parking
system. The Focus Electric BEV is equipped similarly to the Titanium, although leather
upholstery and the power driver seat are optional. The Electric gets exclusive xenon headlamps
and LED taillamps as standard. The front-wheel-drive Ford Focus has a 2. The S and SE models
get a five-speed manual transmission standard, while a six-speed automatic technically, it's a
dual-clutch automated manual that Ford calls "Powershift" is optional. The automatic comes
standard on the Titanium, though the manual transmission is still available as a no-cost option.
In Edmunds performance testing, a Focus Titanium with the automatic went from zero to 60
mph in 8. With the manual, that drops to 8. The Focus Electric has a kilowatt hp electric drive
motor that draws power from a 23kWh lithium-ion battery pack. Power is sent to the front
wheels through a single-speed direct-drive transmission. In Edmunds performance testing, the
Electric went from zero to 60 mph in 9. But as with all electric cars, actual range will be highly
dependent on driving style and environment. With a volt home charger, Ford says the Focus
Electric can be recharged in 4 hours -- about the same as a Leaf but a bit longer than for a Fit
EV. Standard safety features include antilock brakes rear drums on S and SE; rear discs on
others , stability control, front side airbags and side curtain airbags. The Ford Sync system,
which is available on all Focus models, also includes an emergency crash notification feature

that automatically dials when paired with a compatible cell phone. Ford's MyKey system, which
can be used to set certain parameters for teen drivers, is standard on every Focus except the S
sedan. A rearview camera comes standard on the Focus Titanium. In Edmunds brake testing, a
Focus Titanium with the Handling package and summer tires came to a stop from 60 mph in
feet, an impressive performance. A Focus with the SFE package stopped in feet, which is also
impressive considering its low-rolling-resistance tires. A regular Focus SE with rear disc brakes
and standard all-season tires stopped in a below-average feet. The Electric took feet. In
government crash testing, the Focus received four out of five stars for overall crash protection,
with four stars for overall frontal impact protection and five stars for overall side impact
protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Focus its highest possible
rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset, side and roof strength tests. The Ford Focus feels like a
European car in the way it's been tuned to provide both sharp handling and a refined ride. This
is one of the more entertaining economy cars to drive around turns, particularly if you've got
the Titanium model with the optional Handling package. Yet the Focus is also smooth riding and
quiet on the highway. The 2. The five-speed manual transmission works well enough and gives
the car a sportier feel, though we wish it had a 6th gear to lower engine speed while cruising at
higher speeds. The automatic has that extra gear, though buyers should note that it's
technically a dual-clutch automated manual and thus behaves a little differently from a
traditional automatic. It occasionally allows the car to roll back slightly on hills and can be
reluctant to let the car creep forward when parking. But most drivers will acclimate to its quirks
and appreciate the fuel economy and acceleration benefits that come with it. You won't find any
such issues with the Ford Focus Electric. Its electric motor and direct-drive transmission result
in silky smooth power delivery. Acceleration is impressive at low speeds, but tapers off
considerably as speeds rise. Ford put in extra effort at making the Focus Electric quiet, and
indeed this is one of the quietest small cars you'll find. Handling is noticeably dulled compared
to a non-electric Focus, but compared to other EVs, the Focus Electric makes a good showing.
While the handsome exteriors of this sedan and hatchback might hook you initially, it's the
upscale cabin that will reel you into the Focus fold. The interior is attractive and quiet, and the
materials are among the best in this class. However, the layout of audio controls is a little
complicated, even on the lower trim levels. It doesn't get much better with the optional MyFord
Touch system, either. The large touchscreen combined with the truly useful Sync voice
command system looks classy and provides some neat customization possibilities. But in
real-world operation, we've found that the virtual buttons are difficult to identify at a glance, and
too often get pressed accidentally or fail to respond properly. Make sure to try this out on a
test-drive and plan on taking some time to learn the menus if you buy a Focus. The front seats
are supportive and comfortable over long distances. The rear seats offer adequate headroom,
but come up a little short on legroom compared to the accommodations in the Honda Civic and
Volkswagen Jetta. The sedan's The latter provides The Focus Electric hatchback, because of its
rear-mounted battery pack, drops to Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Focus. View Photos. Infotainment controls are finicky to learn and use backseat is a
little short on legroom quirky automatic transmission response. Vehicle overview. Read more.
Sign Up. While we make every effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be
instances where some of the factory rebates, incentives, options or vehicle features may be
listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be held liable for
data that is listed incorrectly. Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the user "as is"
without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale.
Price does not include applicable tax, title, and license charges. Reserve the Ford Bronco.
Status: Available Show Window Sticker. Get More Information. Body Style 4D Hatchback.
Engine 2. Vehicle Description Certified. Odometer is miles below market average! Call us at It
has a dynamic design, addictive driving experience, and an interior that immerses you into
something that is definitely more than just a car. New for , there's a Sport Appearance Package
for the SE, which has sport cloth seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and an
available rear spoiler. Every drop of fuel is effectively used in the Focus with its 2. Twin
independent variable camshaft timing adds extra precision, contributing to fuel efficiency or
power output. The electric power-assisted steering contributes to fuel efficiency as well. Plus,
Active Grille Shutters help Focus make itself even more aerodynamic and fuel-efficient. On
select models, luxury comes in the form of leather-trimmed seats, dual-zone electronic
automatic temperature control, ambient lighting, and 2 Interior Style Packages that feature
two-tone leather-trimmed seats, matching door-trim inserts, coordinated steering wheel trim
and more. The new Focus ST is geared to get you to your destination quickly. Mash the

aluminum accelerator pedal and you'll be treated to the rollicking performance of its hp, 2. An
overboost feature can sustain increased torque from to rpm for 15 seconds at a time enhancing
its performance feel. Source: The Manufacturer Summary. Features Options Specs.
Instrumentation: Low fuel level Clock: In-radio display Headlights off auto delay Dusk sensing
headlights Coil front spring Regular front stabilizer bar Independent front suspension
classification Strut front suspension Four-wheel Independent Suspension Coil rear spring Rear
Stabilizer Bar: Regular Independent rear suspension Short and long arm rear suspension Front
and rear suspension stabilizer bars Variable intermittent front wipers Steel spare wheel rim
Spare Tire Mount Location: Inside under cargo Grille with chrome bar. Recently Viewed
Vehicles. Color: :rv-extcolor: VIN: :rv-vin: Details. We turn our inventory daily, please check with
the dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Your Friend's Information: Name:.
Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about this vehicle. First Name:. Last
Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur charges depending on their
wireless carrier. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying.
But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and
keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to
allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for
reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 38 " Rear head room 38 "
Front shoulder room 56 " Rear shoulder room 54 " Front hip room 54 " Rear hip room 53 " Front
leg room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length Gross weight 3, lbs. Fuel
Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload lbs. Drive type front-wheel Turning radius Research
Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By
choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration To qualify for Internet pricing,
consumer MUST bring in printed offer from website and present upon arrival at dealership. All
Internet pricing is subject to change without notice and all vehicles are subject to prior sale.
Dealer makes every reasonable effort to provide accurate and timely information, however,
errors may occur; therefore, please understand that Dealer is not responsible for typographical,
illustration, or pricing errors. Dealer retains any and all Ford Factory incentives and rebates. For
additional details please contact dealer. No offers or discounts may be combined with any other
offer or discount no offers in conjunction. Although every reasonable effort has been made to
ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the
user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All vehicles are subject to
prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, and license charges. This site, and all
information and materials appearing on it. Internet price includes all offers and incentives. Ford
Auto Lease vs. Status: Available Show Window Sticker. Get Sale Price. Summerville Ford
Dorchester Road Summerville , SC Sales: Service: Parts: Body Style 4D Sedan. Engine 2. Please
Inquire! It has a dynamic design, addictive driving experience, and an interior that immerses
you into something that is definitely more than just a car. New for , there's a Sport Appearance
Package for the SE, which has sport cloth seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift
knob, and an available rear spoiler. Every drop of fuel is effectively used in the Focus with its 2.
Twin independent variable camshaft timing adds extra precision, contributing to fuel efficiency
or power output. The electric power-assisted steering contributes to fuel efficiency as well.
Plus, Active Grille Shutters help Focus make itself even more aerodynamic and fuel-efficient. On
select models, luxury comes in the form of leather-trimmed seats, dual-zone electronic
automatic temperature control, ambient lighting, and 2 Interior Style Packages that feature
two-tone leather-trimmed seats, matching door-trim inserts, coordinated steering wheel trim
and more. The new Focus ST is geared to get you to your destination quickly. Mash the
aluminum accelerator pedal and you'll be treated to the rollicking performance of its hp, 2. An
overboost feature can sustain increased torque from to rpm for 15 seconds at a time enhancing
its performance feel. Eligible Benefits. Features Options Specs. Instrumentation: Low fuel level
Clock: In-radio display Headlights off auto delay Dusk sensing headlights Coil front spring
Regular front stabilizer bar Independent front suspension classification Strut front suspension
Four-wheel Independent Suspension Coil rear spring Rear Stabilizer Bar: Regular Independent
rear suspension Short and long arm rear suspension Front and rear suspension stabilizer bars

Variable intermittent front wipers Steel spare wheel rim Spare Tire Mount Location: Inside under
cargo Grille with chrome bar Center Console: Full with covered storage. There is currently no
information available about this vehicle's specifications online. Please contact our dealership to
find out more about the specifications of this vehicle. We turn our inventory daily, please check
with the dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Term: 12 months 24 months
36 months 48 months 60 months 72 months 84 months. Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing
Power:. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the
dealer about this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message
may incur charges depending on their wireless carrier. Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber
survey of Ford Focus owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Jerkiness during shifting. Annoying, but not unsafe". So I am waiting for it to get worse so it
can be replaced. It was resolved each time. Linkage was part of a recall 1 of several since we've
owned the car so it was serviced without fee although we had to have it towed. The last time we
had the vehicle in for regular service, there were 3 or 4 recalls repaired and this one was active
but they didn't have the part in yet. IE summer time". It is now showing the same problem is
beginning. It's fine when new but slowly starts acting up as time goes on. My car is still under
the powertrain warranty so Ford replaces the clutch for free. It's not a big deal. After two
adjustments at the dealership, our service adviser provided us with a rental car for a week as
they removed and replaced the clutch mechanism. Car runs great now. Problem recognized by
Ford. After a couple attempts to fix, at least part of transmission was replaced at no cost to us.
Works OK now. It is a known problem by Ford and adjustments and computer updates have
been implemented, never totally resolving problems. When I told the dealership they checked it
out. I tas under warranty and was fixed. I've had it in at least 3 times in the first 2 years I owned
it, and they never really fixed the problem. They always say its working within their perimeters,
but it is a big problem that I've given up on them ever fixing. The federal government should
have made Ford recall all of these vehicles. The problem returns 4 to 6 months after repair. The
transmission winds much higher RPMs that I would assume it needs. Ford is taking care of
mostly but trying to trade or sell vehicle will be almost impossible. Not sure how a transmission
like this makes it through testing to production". The shop didn't have reservation until a month
later. Soon afterwards, the car runs fine and I experienced much smoother shifting with the new
clutch pack and software tuning. No further problems appeared after 25k of driving. It seems to
be an engineering problem with their transmission. Multiple software adjustments and even
replacement parts have not fixed this issue--which is endemic to this make-model-year. It is a
notorious problem with this transmission. Too bad, because early Focus models with torque
converter didn't have this problem. Not hard to see why Ford phased out the Focus. I had a
Fusion with trans problems. I thought they had the problems fixed by I was wrong. What pisses
me off is that they won't replace the trans until the car stops running. So I live with with the
shuttering, hesitation, etc. Needless to say I will never buy another Ford. So be it. I found out
after I bought the car that there was a recall on the transmission. Up and down shifts trying to
find the correct position". Can get whiplash from the shifting! Car is under Lemon Law
Consideration". The transmission engages and disengages at slow speeds normally while in
first gear. Ford has had a clutch pack on order for three months". Problem is intermittent. The
dealer says that's the way these work, but it's not". The dealer had to reprogram the computer.
This only half corrected the problem. It sounds like the transmission is coming apart". Very
rough from a dead stop. Very annoying". Dealer reprogramed computer at miles. This did not
solve the problem. Have to take back and see if they can find the problem". Make a rattling
noise when trying to go up a hill in "1st" gear. I can manual shift better than this car does
automatically! Grinding, jerking and stalling in traffic. Terrible mpg! Dealer blew me off saying
the noises were normal, and didn't believe me when I said it jerked thru intersections, especially
when turning". Ford should have never produced this transmission". I took it in to the dealer
and found out that it had a recall on it. Problem was resolved on recall". Ford extended the
warranty. Still shifts rough at low speeds. Stuttering rough, it has faulted out a couple of times,
putting the car in a slow mode. Ford has to reprogram. Unsafe for long drives, we only use in
town, for. Knows fully this is a design error yet cares not about toe related safery issues. We

will never buy a ford again. I am one of the lucky ones so far it justs shifts rough once in a
while". It's been nothing but a problem since we bought the car in It is, however, an automatic.
Ford recalled my car because of it and I will have to make another trip to the dealer because the
problem continues". Then I got a warranty recall notification from Ford about a transmission
issue. They fixed the problem with a two day repair". The car jerks hard continuously until it
shifts out of first gear. This jerking is hard and it slows acceleration". Also, gas mileage was 9
mpg. Dealer supposedly "fixed" it, and now get good gas mileage, but now there is perhaps
seconds hesitation before downshifting when pressing on gas pedal at low speeds. But at least
can get on freeway without danger now, even though starting up from a stoplight, especially
when engine is cold, is still somewhat dangerous". Had they not tried to avoid the issue for so
long, we would have had a much better experience. Everyone one will make an occasional
mistake. How you handle it speaks volumes. They did not handle this well initially". It began to
concern me in terms of safety. The Ford dealer diagnosed a clutch problem that apparently is
common in this model and replaced the clutch under warranty. It works fine now". So they were
really the same problem". The dealership kept telling me there was nothing wrong and I needed
to drive with more consistent actions as the car was self adjusting. I had to find evidence of a
factory recall before the dealer acted". Almost impossible to maintain a constant speed between
40 and 70 when in heavy traffic without selecting the manual mode. Their advertising suggest
that the next gear is lined up for a quick shift, but it may be lined up, but the shift is sloppy and
variable". Ford knows about the problem and has a back order on the parts needed to fix
problem". Transmission seems to get confused going up a hill or when immediate speed needs
to be built up. It is not sure which gear to go in during these instances". Apparently this is a
common problem due to the design of the transmission. The dealer said it "wasn't bad enough"
to fix, and extended the warrantee to , miles. I really want to get rid of this car, but who's going
to buy it with the rough shifting. I really hate this car". Dealer adjusted but never completely
resolved. It's more an irritant than problem. But it would be a big factor in decision to purchase
any Ford car. The problem was made worse with more people in the car. The car could not pull
away from a stop in a smooth manner. Transmission shifts poorly. Clutch got bad enough in
previous year that Ford replaces it under warranty. At this point they say that, while not
operating well, it is still within manufacturor's spec. They even furnished me a brand new
vehicle to drive until mine was fixed. This was addressed shortly after purchasing the vehicle
and was covered under warranty. The problem has resurfaced again and will be scheduled for
another appointment at the dealership. It has been on approximately 13 vmonth interval basis
that I take it back At that point I thought that there should be some sort of recall about this issue
so I went to a local Ford dealer. They said there was a recall on this car and they diagnosed it to
find out if it fell into that category. It did and they fixed it for free. That was the first clutch
assembly and selenoid replacement. Also the heater core went out. Ford should have replaced
the transmission or replaced the car. The dealership has had it back repeatedly. Ford will not
stand behind their products. I will never buy another Ford. It was like being in neutral. I pulled
over and the transmission worked when I "tested" it on the shoulder. I can't reproduce this".
Sometimes it is worse than others, so much that I worry that it is a safety problem. I have had
the dealer look at it twice Doesn't shift smoothly every. Commonly is in the wrong gear, doesn't
downshift and shudders and slips in the wrong gear all the time". See other comments". Often
slippage in dual cluth after short distance stop and go city traffic. Ford produced a poorly
enginered product. Also had a one-time complete loss of power steering 8,mi Dealer fixed it. No
cost to us, but it made us concerned about the future reliability of the vehicle for the future.
Especially hard after engine is warmed up. Ford has not agreed to cover cost to replace
transmission. I have not personally paid to resolve. Was repaired multiple times. This is a
well-known issue with this car's transmission which has resulted in class action lawsuits. I have
had to have it replaced 2 times. Needs a new clutch replacement now, but Ford garage says
differently. Been in the Ford garage probably 8 times for bad transmission. The rest of the car is
great, transmission is worse than bad. Had to pull off the highway and have it towed to
dealership, shop looked at it and stated it was the computer and other parts. It was covered as
part of fords extended coverage of its transmission that has been faulty. Causing me to have
accidents. I get overheat alarms. Car barely moves going up steep snowy hill. Our Ford focus
does much much better". Fixed under warranty". I told Ford and they blew me off". Ford
recalled the vehicle and replaced a lot of stuff in transmission. Then exactly the same sequence
of events happened a second time and there was a second recall and a second repair by Ford.
Transmission is OK now". The first to second shift feels like a kid is sitting behind you and
kicking your set back. I have had clutches replaced,TCM replaced and tranny adjusted more
than once and I still have the problem. I am retired and this was to be my last car The tranny
problem has also given it a bad reputation so even if I could afford to get different car my trade

in really sucks. This is my first Ford in over 50 years of driving and it will be my last I tell
everyone that is considering a Ford product that if you buy one you deserve what you get I will
have to live with my mistake but I will freely advise others not to make the same mistake I made.
Ford will not step and replace the tranny just extend the warranty out farther for the TCM
problem but when that's up I'm on my own I paid top dollar for a hunk of junk as far as I'm
concerned. If I wanted a car with what I consider a major problem that Ford knew about over
multiple years. I would have bought a year old junker and expected a few problems not a new
car with built in problems right from the factory. If I ever get a chance to buy another car it will
not be American made sorry to say. Have a nice day The Ford dealer said that they adjusted the
transmission computer. The issue seems to be taken care of but the dealer said that it would
probably reoccur. I do not like the manual transmission that the computer does the shifting.
They sent us home admitting the reprogramming did not fix the problem. They then ordered the
clutch pack". Software has been reloaded three times and it has improved. Ford went to this
type of transmission in to improve gas mileage. Was told that the transmiss". The transmission
made grinding noises, the car stalled and jerked thru intersections, its a safety hazard. Ford
dealer useless-said its not a problem and I should ignore noises I hear. They did something to
the computer which helped a little but also put in a new clutch package. That helped the
problem but I am afraid that it might come back. After each "fix", the transmission will run
beautifully for about 3 days and then go back to shuddering when accelerating from a stop.
Very annoying and still not fixed. Problem still not resolved. Replacing the clutch fixed the
problem temporarily, but after about miles it too started shuddering just like the original clutch.
Nerveracking when negotianing a left hand turn. This trans! There have been numerous articled
written about this problem nation wide. It is my understanding they installed a ma ual shift in an
automatic shift and the computer does not respond to the automatic shift. The problem has not
been resolved. I do not feel safe taking this car on long trips, so I am reduced to in town driving.
I don't think at my age it is fiscally sound for me to invest in a new car. I should have bought a
Chevrolet!! Customer Satisfaction Program 14M They were attentive and on the ball. What they
did not have, however, was soup port from Ford Motor Company. It took from October to April
for the parts to be available. It would change gears several times upon a slow start from
stopped, this was called "seeking". Ford fixed it, now it is atisfactory. Did have 2 software up
grades, did little to improve problem". Feels like a young person trying to learn to drive a
manual transmission. Have had Ford Dealer reset the transmission multiple times". The
transmission is essentially a manual transmission converted to auto. It was repaired when it
first occured in but has reappeared after warranty time limit was up and Ford refuses to repair
again. Problem was resolved after repaired. No issues since". Ford said transmission control
module needed replaced but when I took it to a dealer they replaced the clutch. I had to take it in
three times before they replaced the clutch. They claimed they did software upgrades but they
never worked". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Each clutch has been better than the prior edition. So it is mostly an inconvenience to have the
car in the shop even though Ford has provided a free rental car. This happened regularly. I
actually had two clutch replacements over three years. It was replaced under warrenty". The car
would buck and stutter and sometimes stall when starting from a hard stop. Had to drive the car
for over an hour before bringing it to the dealer to ensure the issue was evident when they test
drove it. Apparently this was a known issue and they replaced the entire clutch with no
argument and no charge. Since the replacement, car has run wonderfully. No problems at all.
Had to replace clutches on auto trans". There was a recall on the clutch and after the first
replacement a few months later it had to be replaced again. It was covered but it was a
inconvenience. Has worked fine since the second replacement. Car would jerk away from stop.
It is technically a manual transmission that acts like an automatic. They have promised and
given us an extended maintenance service program. First two were warranty". We received
notice from Ford Motor Co. It was still under warranty so Ford replaced the clutch". When
accelerating the car could be rough and jerky, the RPM's could race sometimes because the
gear wasn't engaged, so no power. Since the replacement it has been much smoother shifting
itself. The car is currently in the shop, for the second time within a year for transmission
problems. Last year they replaced the clutch assembly and sensors. I'm not sure yet what it is
this time although it sounds like at least the clutch assembly. If I had read about the common
complaint transmission problems before I bought this car, I would have bought something else.
I look forward to trading it in on a Handa CRV. I pushed for diagnosis and tech agreed
replacement necessary. In subsequent research and conversation, I found this flaw is common
in the vehicle and some have had it repeat after replacement. He also agreed it could likely
reoccur. Trouble was mostly when going from stop to movement in automatic first gear. Car
would often hesitate, lurch, wheel hop. Felt similar as if you stalled it while unsuccessfully

shifting a manual from first to second. It was dangerous to pull across lanes of traffic for fear it
would not shift smoothly and stop in front of oncoming vehicle. I plan to replace this vehicle
prior to the service warranty expiration. Replaced under warranty. Taken to dealer, needed both
clutches replaced covered under extended warranty I purchased. The vehicle no longer
shudders like it used to, but I have experienced episodes of loss of power. TCM was
reprogrammed each time this has occurred. It was replaced". Very annoying. Ford has extended
the warranty. Issues still persist. Gear changes would often be rough. Replacing the clutches -under warranty -- cured the problem. The service representative said the clutches were
redesigned but they didn't have long term experience to determine if this was a permanent fix. It
has been replaced twice and adjusted once in between. I had to change to another dealer to
continue to get service. Ford has extended the warranty on the vehicle. That last work on the
transmission, which included a clutch replacement, has improved the shifting. I brought my car
to the dealer to have checked out about the shudder at startup and was told my clutch needs
replacement again. It is covered by the extended warranty and I'm waiting for parts which I was
told would take 1 month. Took it in a second time and was told by mechanic thathis son had the
same problem. Finally got a letter about a free replacement of transmission. We took it in last
summer before a trip and demanded a fix. The replaced the clutch and haven't had a problem
since. Funny, I told them the first time that the problem felt like a bad clutch if it had been a
manual. With the warranty it was replaced free". Slips, jerks, noisy". It was replaced and now it's
fine". Causing the car to shudder and shake. I took the car in and found that it had a recall on
the transmission so they replaced the clutch and some sensor in it. The car intermittently
shudders when shifting at speeds up to 25 mph. Sometimes it is smooth enough; other times it
is unacceptably rough. Both clutches have lasted about miles before the shuddering problem
sets in. I've had my clutch replaced 3 times and Ford has paid for all 3 new clutches. We're
taking off from my stop sign or trying to merge it would often shutter and not get going. Finally
it just stalled. I had it fixed about a year ago and I'm now having the same problem but
according to Ford the last time I brought it in the problem was not bad enough for them to fix.
They told me to come back when it got worse and they would fix it for free as long as I came
back before my 12 months was up. Unable to accelerate. Gear slipping". Slipping was the
problem from when it was new. The first replacement did not solve the problem, but the second
time did the trick, however it took Ford nearly three years to get it right". Jumps in reverse,
rides like your on railroad tracks. Clutch replaced twice. Same as previously". At Fords
expenseeach time taking a week. They provided a rental but very inconvenient". It's been fixed
twice but is still an issue". Ford need to put a different type of transmission in that car". Clutch
replaced at 16, and 33, miles and needs to be replaced again 47, miles ". It was horrible when in
traffic when you are constantly stopping, then slowly accelerating. It would literally bounce me
around. I brought it to the dealer many times for that. The first time they gave me a sheet of
paper explaining the 5 speed power shift transmission and said its an automatic that works like
a manual transmission, that's why I get 40 miles to the gallon. I brought it in again an". Ford
also extended the warranty for the transmission system due to problems like I experienced".
From the beginning there was a shudder as the car went out of low gear into drive. The first time
I took it to the Ford Dealership, they adjusted the clutch settings. There was no improvement.
The second time I took the car in, they put in a new clutch. It is working now". We took the car
to a different dealership who wouldn't even let us leave the dealership with the car because of
how badly it shifted. Already had to have one of the clutches replaced. Am currently having
same symptoms. Vibration when accelerating. I've been told Ford has extended drivetrain
warranty to 7 years, , miles due to all the problems with Focus". The slip count was above each
time and they found damage to the Clutch Assembly". Seems to be a problem with this model.
Work done under warranty". Many people consider Ford's automatic clutch design to be
garbage, including some Ford employees". System was very sketchy from the factory and has a
recall on it. The clutch system shudders when taking off, and has a hesitation when accelerating
from a stand still". On the 3rd return to the dealer over a 2 year period the clutch was replace.
That fixed the problem". Warranty covered both replacements. Good service at the Ford
dealership". It took Ford three days to fix the problem under warranty". It's a warranty issue".
Due to some issue with the transmission, it is causing the clutch to wear out quickly. Instead of
Ford replacing transmission or figuring out another solution,we are doomed to continue this
pattern". Ford replaced the double clutch under warranty and it is now working fine". Dealer
rebuilt the transmission and was paid for by Ford. Transmission is still acting up on occasion,
not fixed to our satisfaction. Transmission was slipping and caused vehicle to jolt". Fortunately,
there was a recall issued on the transmission, and we also had taken out an additional policy to
cover transmission issues. Australia made Ford accountable. US hasn't done so. Car is
worthless for trade in value. We later got a recall notice. After after a stop, the car shudders

upon acceleration. Car was recalled for total replacement of clutch system. Note: your single
question about gas mileage is stupid. We track city and highway mileage separately". The
scheduled replacement parts needed are out of stock for at least the next three months".
Common problem with this years auto transmission. It was in and out of the shop for three
months. Each time the sensor or electrical cables were fixed or replaced. We got the car back in
August. In October, the sensor lights went off again. The entire transmission was replaced. We
have had no problems since getting our car back. Mine failed in the typical way. When I brought
this up to the new car dealership where I bought the car they said they'd gotten information that
it had to do with programming. Shortly after the reprogramming the shudder during shifting
started up again. Ford eventually came out with a transmission recall. It took several months for
a new transmission to become available. Ford supplied me with a rental car during that time. I
also found out that a new starter had to be installed. I was told that this was due to the old
starter being broke off when the transmission was removed. I was told that this was not
unusual. It is working fine now. They shudder and slip badly. Recall replaced computer but fix
only lasted a few months, Transmission clutches were replaced under warranty recall. Working
fine so far,". Transmission was rebuilt by Ford under full warranty. We had to wait for 9 weeks
for the Dealership to receive the needed parts". I tolerated it too long, took it back again, along
with a handful of invitations to join various class action suits against Ford for transmission
issues with this model. They fixed it". Believe the car was in a flood, but they state it was not,
car has had several problems with Transmission and it has been worked on 3 or 4 times,
replacing parts and it fails again and again. Headlights out of alignment and cannot be
corrected. Taillights have connection problems, and very poor service from dealer, normally
take to other dealers". Ford covered rebuild cost with recall warranty". It didn't have a problem
that was clearly defined as I drove it but felt like something was wrong. Replaced clutch and
seals. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. Something wrong with computer. Radio did not work or any of other features
through the display. Computer was replaced under warranty". Then goes black. Lasts a few
seconds to a few hours. I believe the problem is with my phone which is an older model. Can't
say that the problem is with the car's system". It would be stable for stretches of 10K miles or
so, then forget pairing and settings. When stable it performed great. I have to remove phone
battery for 2 minutes, I then can install phone". I have not had this repaired yet. This seemed
connected to a problem whereby the car wouldn't start not even turn over when the key was
turned". If car was off more than 12 hours, it would result in a dead battery". It does not
recognize human speech well. System is nearly useless, extremely difficult to use and should
be replaced in its entirety. Ford is aware of this problem and is critizsized repeatedly by car
publications. Ford should contract". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior
and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The dealership fixed it within an hour". It has deteriorated
over the years with regular use. Now need to replace two interior panel plastic clips to hold
drivers door interior panel in place. The whole glove box had to be replaced by dealer". When
not locked into place it swings around and hits driver in face when going around a corner. Also
a road hazard killed a tire and it was covered under new car tire warranty for 6 years. Dealer lied
and said it was not. We found documentation after it was too late". The car only has 24, miles on
it and looks showroom new. The soft, almost cloth like fender liners are perfect for holding sand
and salt against the metal to dissolve the paint. Ford acknowledged this with a TSB. Ford fixed
the problem, but the car was in service for several days". Had to be taken back three separate
occasions to ensure all the painting was done". Despite the recent age of the car, Ford would
only pay part of the repair. Covered under warranty. Loose trim is drivers door inside panel
needs new clips installed. Three months later, Ford issued a recall on the issue. We are still in
the process of getting a refund from Ford for the expenses we paid for out-of-pocket. No
problems since". This first occurred in downtown driving after my 30 minute commute from
home. I took it in to my dealership and they were unable to recreate the problem. After getting
my car back from the service department it began to unexpectedly die during my 30 minute
highway commute and in downtown driving. I immediately called the dealership service
department and notified them I wanted this problem found and resolved. After having the car for
3 days, they were finally able to recreate the problem and found it to be the fuel pump. The fuel
pump is located on the top of the gas tank which requires removal of the tank to replace the fuel
pump. This took another two days at the dealership service department. It took the dealer
service department two separate appointments to discover the fuel pump was failing. The recall
notice occurred when Sync said I had a firmware update and before I could install it I needed to
run the HealthCheck program. I did and it told me there was a recall on the fuel pump S It said
that the pump could cut out at high speeds and there was a risk of fire. I promptly made an
appointment for the Friday of that week and also asked the dealer McMahon Ford to update the

firmware. I took the car in and they called me to pick it up. When I got there, they informed me
they hadn't done the fuel pump but had updated the firmware. I asked why and they told me
they didn't have the parts and couldn't identify the recall code, and showed me it wasn't on their
computer. They had me deal with the Custer service rep in NYC, who called 1 minute before she
either left for lunch or left for the day. It took 6 business days for her and I to connect and she
said, basically, tough cheese. I told her I wanted to speak with her supervisor and she refused
to give me a name and number so I e-mailed as I promised her I would Mark Williams the CEO at
the time, who had his Personal Assistant call me. She "Oohed and aahed " and made
sympathetic noises but did nothing. I waited from June to February the following year before
the recall was fixed. I'm done with the Ford Motor Company! I'm a working man who has now
retired through ill health and the only remedy I have is to spend my dollars elsewhere. My last
car will be a Toyota! Dealer unaware of recall, Ford kept me waiting from June to February until
replacement. Customer service at Ford, non existent and at dealership, diabolically poor". This
can lead to excessive vacuum in the fuel vapor system, causing the fuel tank to deform Shocks
or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and
pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. They did not rotate the wheels which I believe the
dealership sho". Ford said that a strut was loose but was not dangerous. It was replaced. Since
the car had already passed the warranty period, Ford did not pay for it. They repeatedly fail after
about 6 months or about miles. When they fail, they thunk and click like a failed wheel bearing
does. Ford released an updated part, which was installed, but also failed. I still have this issue
and have lived with it since buying the car new. I have not yet discovered a permanent fix. Has
caused injury to my hands that requires surgery. Car is under Lemon Law consideration". It
would also pull sharply to one side unexpectedly". Known issue. Dealer repaired but problem
has returned". I also had to have several of the other studs chased with a thread chaser. The
chrome capped lug nuts that Ford uses on many models rust internally under the cap and cause
the lug nut to bulge. I believe this problem would not have occurred if 1. Ford made a properly
designed lug nut that would not require excessive or abnormal force by any automotive
technician and 2. Ford technicians were trained to replace the lug nuts rather than ram them on
with impact wrenches, causing damage to the studs, which is a safety concern. Alternator,
starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure.
Next step is to have the entire steering column taken apart to locate the problem - and then
necessary repair s. Sometimes mine wouldn't operate from the outside. I had to use the fob. I
can lock the car with the buttons but it no longer will take the code and open the car". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Pulling out of drive in coffee shop. Car in drive,goes in reverse. The car is
in drive. Take to dealer, immediately. Is not st this second. Brake fluid over heated, brakes
became dangerously soft had to stop after 4 runs over half a day and brake pad wear was
severe and needed replacement. Most concerning was the damage to a front caliper seal over
heating, not a fire that split and let in dirt and soon after the caliper seized leaving me stranded.
Taken home by AAA and replaced the caliper and pads myself. For some reason it was ground
down to nothing and rubbing metal on metal after just a few years of normal driving. Also one or
two of the rotors warped pretty badly after years on the road, so I just replaced everything. I
used the vehicle on a few track days and the front brakes are just not up to the job. My son and I
did all four pads and rotors using top quality materials. IMAO this was to be expected at miles. I
took it back and was told "we couldn't get it to do that," so nothing was done". Had to be
replaced due to distortion". Also the passenger seat rattles when it is not occupied". Road
vibration worked the barbs loose within about 6 months of driving and caused an aerodynamic
wind rattle at highway speeds. Ford should use a a more robust fastener on the exterior trim".
Have to turn music up or else I get a headache! Wind and tire noise". Power or manual windows,
locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety
belts, sunroof, convertible top. On the last dealer visit they said that it would require a trip to the
body shop to fix it. Didn't want the inconvenience of being without the car. The fix takes most of
a day to complete and eats up valuable time". Ford sent a warranty recall notice to replace all
four of the door latches and it seems to have fixed the issue". Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. Used Ford Focus Change Vehicle. Sporty handling, relatively low noise, and a
well-done interior make the Focus feel more like a small sports sedan than a humdrum compact.
Though not blazingly fast, the Focus does get good fuel economy. Several flaws keep it from
being one of our top-rated small cars, though. The most irksome of those is the PowerShift
automatic transmission, which stumbles at low speeds. There are 10 recalls on this vehicle.

Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Clutch adjustment "Some times the clutch is adjusted and not replaced. Not sure how a
transmission like this makes it through testing to production" Darrell W. Up and down shifts
trying to find the correct position" Dana I. The dealer says that's the way these work, but it's
not" Peter E. It sounds like the transmission is coming apart" Brian R. Have to take back and
see if they can find the problem" Henry C. Dealer blew me off saying the noises were normal,
and didn't believe me when I said it jerked thru intersections, especially when turning"
Anonymous, WI Ford Focus SE 2. Problem was resolved on recall" Anonymous, Ford Focus
Unsure 2. Ford recalled my car because of it and I will have to make another trip to the dealer
because the problem continues" Daniel M. They fixed the problem with a two day repair" Suchin
C. This jerking is hard and it slows acceleration" Daniel M. But at least can get on freeway
without danger now, even though starting up from a stoplight, especially when engine is cold, is
still somewhat dangerous" Anonymous, CA Ford Focus Titanium 2. They did not handle this
well initially" William L. It works fine now" Ted S. So they were really the same problem" T H.
Their advertising suggest that the next gear is lined up for a quick shift, but it may be lined up,
but the shift is sloppy and variable" Tom W. It is not sure which gear to go in during these
instances" Frank G. I really hate this car" Leslie M. I can't reproduce this" Peter E. Commonly is
in the wrong gear, doesn't downshift and shudders and slips in the wrong gear all the time"
Anonymous, FL Ford Focus Titanium 2. See other comments" Henry C. Our Ford focus does
much much better" John W. Fixed under warranty" Anonymous F. I told Ford and they blew me
off" Michael G. Transmission is OK now" Bernard C. Was told that the transmiss" Victor S. Did
have 2 software up grades, did little to improve problem" L K. Have had Ford Dealer reset the
transmission multiple times" Ken J. No issues since" Larry E. They claimed they did software
upgrades but they never worked" Miriam P. Clutch replacement "Dual clutch was replaced for a
third time but Ford has covered all of the costs. Had to replace clutches on auto trans" Philip B.
First two were warranty" Don M. It was still under warranty so Ford replaced the clutch" Joan G.
With the warranty it was replaced free" William S. Slips, jerks, noisy" Jerry C. It's been fixed
twice but is still an issue" Paul M. Clutch replaced at 16, and 33, miles and needs to be replaced
again 47, miles " David R. I brought it in again an" Loretta G. Ford also extended the warranty
for the transmission system due to problems like I experienced" T H. It is working now"
Anonymous, NC Ford Focus "This was a known issue with the Ford Focus, but the dealership
where we purchased the vehicle said they couldn't replace the clutch unless the 'Maintenance
Required' light came on. The clutch system shudders when taking off, and has a hesitation
when accelerating from a stand still" Anonymous, NC Ford Focus SE 2. It took Ford three days
to fix the problem under warranty" Michael B. We track city and highway mileage separately"
Bernard C. The scheduled replacement parts needed are out of stock for at least the next three
months" Georgia R. Working fine so far," Dean C. We had to wait for 9 weeks for the Dealership
to receive the needed parts" Charles C. They fixed it" William L. Taillights have connection
problems, and very poor service from dealer, normally take to other dealers" Michael F. Ford
covered rebuild cost with recall warranty" Timothy B. Display screen freezes up "Display screen
was freezing. I have to remove phone battery for 2 minutes, I then can install phone"
Anonymous, NY Ford Focus Titanium Radio "Occasional loud noises, similar to being hit by a
rock, usually followed by the entire sound system not working at all until the car was cut off
then restarted. This seemed connected to a problem whereby the car wouldn't start not even
turn over when the key was turned" Andrew S. If car was off more than 12 hours, it would result
in a dead battery" Jennifer H. Ford should contract" Rick S. Loose exterior trim or moldings
"roof molding came loose on driver side. The whole glove box had to be replaced by dealer"
Donald A. We found documentation after it was too late" Bernard C. Ford fixed the problem, but
the car was in service for several days" Kevin H. Had to be taken back three separate occasions
to ensure all the painting was done" Andrew S. Emission control devices includes EGR
"Catalitic convert went bad. Customer service at Ford, non existent and at dealership,
diabolically poor" Joseph M. Alignment "This vehicle has the low profile tires and by 5,km from
new, there was a drag to the right. They did not rotate the wheels which I believe the dealership

sho" Thomas G. Dealer repaired but problem has returned" Valerie H. I can lock the car with the
buttons but it no longer will take the code and open the car" Susan B. I took it back and was
told "we couldn't get it to do that," so nothing was done" Leslie M. Air or water leaks "Headliner
around roof window is water stained and affect resale or trade value. Also the passenger seat
rattles when it is not occupied" Robert W. Wind and tire noise" Daniel M. Schedule at Home Test
Drive. Learn more about Laird Noller Loyalty. Recent Arrival! Gray FWD 2. It has a dynamic
design, addictive driving experience, and an interior that immerses you into something that is
definitely more than just a car. New for , there's a Sport Appearance Package for the SE, which
has sport cloth seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and an available rear
spoiler. Every drop of fuel is effectively used in the Focus with its 2. Twin independent variable
camshaft timing adds extra precision, contributing to fuel efficiency or power output. The
electric power-assisted steering contributes to fuel efficiency as well. Plus, Active Grille
Shutters help Focus make itself even more aerodynamic and fuel-efficient. On select models,
luxury comes in the form of leather-trimmed seats, dual-zone electronic automatic temperature
control, ambient lighting, and 2 Interior Style Packages that feature two-tone leather-trimmed
seats, matching door-trim inserts, coordinated steering wheel trim and more. The new Focus ST
is geared to get you to your destination quickly. Mash the aluminum accelerator pedal and you'll
be treated to the rollicking performance of its hp, 2. An overboost feature can sustain increased
torque from to rpm for 15 seconds at a time enhancing its performance feel. Source: The
Manufacturer Summary. Our friendly and professional staff will take you under their wings to
get you the best price and fit for your family. New vehicle pricing includes all offers and
incentives. Tax, Title and Tags not included in vehicle prices shown and must be paid by the
purchaser. While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this site,
errors do occur so please verify information with a customer service rep. This is easily done by
calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. Terms may vary. Use for comparison purposes
only. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Open
Today! Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Stock PT Check Availability. Schedule Test
Drive. Email Vehicle. Window Sticker. Basic Info. Other Vehicles You May Like. Vehicle Details.
Remote keyless entry. Disclaimer: New vehicle pricing includes all offers and incentives. Laird
Noller Topeka Ford. Laird Noller Lawrence Ford Mazda. Laird Noller Topeka Mazda Hyundai.
Laird Noller Lawrence Hyundai. Find Your Vehicle Close. Search By Keyword Search:. Saved
Vehicles Close. Share This Close. Choose How To Share: share-via-facebook share-via-twitter
share-via-linkedin share-via-email share-via-sms text. Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open
Today! Get Our Price. Ask a Question. Morning Afternoon Evening. Laird Noller Auto Group ,.
Very comfortable and safe. Rides a little funny because of the transmission, which is under
recall. Overall though, it has been a reliable car that I have been happy with purchasing. If I had
to start over again, I would have spent more to get a , since the has so many problems with
recall notices. I really like my car a lot it has a lot of trunk space and is the perfect size. The only
problem is the steering wheels shaking when I am not going fast like at stoplights which also
causes the mirror to shake and it annoying. It is very comfortable to sit in and drive very well I
would recommend this car. It is a good card, but it could be better. It is slightly comfortable, but
could be much roomier. The back seats are definitely not as comfortable as the driver and
passenger seats. I am not a fan of the control panel. The screen is too much and there is not
much function. Overall, it works like it should, but I have had to get it repaired do not remember
the reason. The transmission has also had issues. In short, the car does not drive as smooth. I
would not. I purchased the Ford Focus from someone. It had numerous problems that weren't
disclosed at time of purchase. Some were major problems. The air conditioner didn't work, the
radio didn't work. The transmission needed work done to it because it broke down and would
not shift or run right. I feel like the person sold me a lemon. I've put thousands of dollars into
this car and for a , it shouldn't have been like that. There were some recalls that needed fixed as
well. After owning many fords, I feel as though my current focus is a lemon. After many issues
with lights popping on about tires and brakes needing to be fixed without any problems found, I
decided to be safe and just replace all tires and the brakes. A costly venture for a car without 4
wheel drive. The focus has heated front seats and a winter package which is great for our
winters. The gas mileage is good and is stable on the road. The body has not rusted and looks
almost new. The car handles well and all weather. We have had no problems with it. I bought the
Ford Focus SE from the dealer while there was an active recall on the defective dual clutch
transmission. I was not notified of this until I had taken it in to be repaired, which at that time I
was also told I would have to come out of pocket for the costs. I'm still dealing with trying to get
Ford to buy back my vehicle. I have hardly ever had any issues with my focus. The interior is
gorgeous and the display is perfect. The best part about this car is it is gas mileage I average It
is a good family car and perfect for road trips. The trunk provides a great amount of space for

everything from your daily necessities all the way to your road trip wants. I will say the gas
pedal is touchier than lots of other cars, while the brake is less immediately responsive.
However, everything else about the vehicle is great! I plan on driving this car until it literally will
not drive anymore. You can have fun in this vehicle, this vehicle will change your life! If you buy
this vehicle, you will be the happiest buyer in the world. Buy this vehicle as soon as possible!
This is the smoothest riding vehicle I have ever rode in. Please invest in ford vehicles, you
would never regret it! I do not any complaints regarding this car. The car can maneuver very
and handles sharp turns. The gas mileage allows me to travel economically. Overall, I feel that I
made decision by leasing this car. Easy to drive and handy. Gas saver and fast to drive. Has
good engine performance. Good vehicle. I don't have any problem. I love it. I am very
comfortable in driving anywhere and easy to park because of its size. Shape of this car is
beautiful and perfect vehicle for me. I feel like over all the car is really reliable. Not only is it
good in gas but easy to maintain. However there have been a few minor problems with my
transmission and for some reason my passenger side window will not roll itself up and down
but the driver can roll it down. It is a solid car and gets the job done. However, having given up
a more powerful vehicle, this one just does not have enough 'go' when you need it. If a
four-cylinder can get you around town and around the suburbs, this will be a fine vehicle.
Tougher when it comes to speed, acceleration, and handling in wet weather conditions. It also is
low on space: with myself as a long-legged driver, the seat not a power seat must be nearly all
the way back, leaving hardly any room for a passenger behind the driver. There is also little
space in the console and glove box, which means there's no space for a CD collection do
people still use those? Speaking of, the sound system is fine, radio is good, but the Bluetooth
and auxiliary features are tricky to learn how to use. There was a factory recall which was
addressed and fixed free of charge, but beyond that, it has been largely without major issue
thus far. Initially I really loved my car. But as time went on ford realized they were discontinuing
the model and there was recalls and problems with multiple areas of the vehicle that make it
unsafe. You have to make sure your gas never goes below half tank otherwise the car will start
to shutter. It is quite scary sometimes. Very reliable car. The performance and gas mileage is
top notch and accelerates pretty fast for a boring ford. It looks pretty boring nothing special
about its looks but you are not buying a ford focus for its looks. Car is comfortable and has a
normal amount of storage in the trunk easily fitting golf clubs or something of that size.
Beautiful design, Bluetooth, phone hook up available. Adjustable radio amazing bass speakers
front and back. Good size trunk. Nice paint job. Did have a few recalls nothing that was a big
deal. Overall very good on gas smooth driving good handling and reasonable price. I think
focus's are great little starter cars for kids, or for commuting to work. I have had mine for almost
6 years now and have never had a problem. The transmission is run on a belt system so the
stars can feel rough at first, but you do learn to drive on it. Nothing is wrong it is just how the
transmission runs. I love my little focus and do not plan on getting rid of it anytime soon. The
ford focus is a comfortable ride which combines performance and comfort all-in-one. The
vehicle is reliable but many have a recall for the transmission and need to be replaced. The
infotainment system can also be confusing without a proper owners manual and video guides.
However the ride is smooth and the hatchback is very spacious it can haul many big loads. It is
a manual, so there is not any transmissions problems, but there are 3 recalls for the year of the
vehicle. Regardless of those, I would highly recommend this vehicle if it is a manual. The
performance is amazing with good gas mileage depending on how you drive. It is been super
reliable since we got it, besides a few things. The comfort is okay, I wish the driver seat had
more back support. It does have Bluetooth and satellite radio. However, you have to pay for the
satellite radio. The normal radio is pretty good too, very clear. The one problem I have with this
car is that the screens inside. You cannot decrease the brightness of them which is problematic
at night. A mechanical issue I have had with this car is the computer harness, the wires for it
were put too close together and over time, it caused the computer harness to short out. It would
lurch like a new manual driver would when you wouldn't be touching the clutch because that
part is a safety measure so you do not hurt the engine. If the wires were moved, the car wouldn't
start. Fortunately, it was easy to fix. This car is not reliable at all. In the year and a half or so I
have had it I have already had to replace the engine, the clutch, a tire rod, and a line because
there was an oil leak. On top of that the tires are not good at all no matter what brand or type
you get. The car runs through tires like they are nothing. It is good on gas mileage and has the
flex fuel option which tremendously helps with your miles per gallon. A couple things that I do
like is that it has changing interior lights. It also had heated leather seats. Another thing I like
about this car is the Bluetooth audio. The seats are not the most comfortable and the headrest
is very stiff. My vehicle actually works pretty great no problems just a few breakdowns that is
most vehicles. It works fine drives fast has a good color beautiful. Makes loud noise love the

wheels on my car hopefully no get it back in time to drive it again. I need a car for work and my
car broke down. It was a cheap car, that has many recalled parts, but they were all fixed free of
charge. It is comfortable, but I am a big guy, and it is really a compact car, so not ideal, but I've
adjusted since. The Bluetooth did not work even new, so that was really rough. It is an amazing
car, it does not give me any trouble, it is great on gas, and it is perfect for everyday use. I drive
it to work everyday with absolutely no issues. It comes with featured multi-colored lights along
the doors, cup holders and floor boards which is insanely cool. Change Year. Owner Reviews
See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews.
Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews.
Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest
Rating. Lowest Rating. Riley F wrote on February 9, Megan J wrote on January 11, Jazlyn R
wrote on January 4, John Smith wrote on January 3, Diane wrote on December 31, Casey R
wrote on December 27, Michael W wrote on December 14, Michael B wrote on December 5,
Autumn B wrote on November 14, Charles W wrote on October 9, Jaylen B wrote on October 9,
Chris K wrote on October 9, Ivy C wrote on October 9, Vivian C wrote on October 8, Brandon H
wrote on October 8, Jami Y wrote on October 8, Rob G wrote on October 7, Adriana B wrote on
October 7, Aubrie E wrote on October 6, Caleb H wrote on October 6, Cary C wrote on October
5, Mathew I wrote on October 5, Asyltas A wrote on October 5, Caden M wrote on October 4,
Continue to Overview. The complete details of all recalls are listed below, along with what they
cover and the recommended solutions. Recalls don't cost you anything to get fixed, but most
are time-limited, so if your car is affected you should call your local Ford service department
immediately! A door that is not securely latched could open while the vehicle is in motion,
increasing the risk of injury to a vehicle occupant. The excessive vacuum may result in an
engine stall while driving, without warning and without the ability to restart the vehicle,
increasing the risk of a The excessive vaccuum may result in an engine stall while driving,
without warning and without the ability to restart the vehicle, increasing the risk of a With only a
single press needed, the driver may accidently unlatch the hatchback, increasing the risk of
injury to any unsecured passengers in the back. The incorrect signals could cause the vehicle
to hesitate or the engine to stall, increasing the risk of a crash. If the fuel pump fails, the vehicle
may stall without warning, increasing the risk of a crash. A reduction in fuel pressure may result
in a vehicle stall, increasing the risk of a crash. The incorrectly manufactured steering gears
may cause impaired steering, including the loss of steering control, increasing the risk of a
crash. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to
identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. Shifts weird, good car though. Great
gas mileage and big trunk. Wish the backseat was bigger but very roomy too. I am plus size and
I fit in it comfortably. I drove 60 miles to and from work everyday My car is a blue Ford Focus
hatchback. He is very roomy and though I bought him used, he was very well maintained. The
windows can be difficult for short drivers to check blind spot , but that's only Very reliable and
very good on gas, very comfortable and fun to drive!! Not much space in the back seat area but

lots of truck room! Drives like a 5 speed so you can accelerate very quickly but can The Ford
Focus is a fun car to drive. The seats are comfortable and the gas and steering are pretty
responsive. I get good gas mileage. I like that it will tell you how many more miles you can go
Ford Focus is a small and comfy car, if you are taller than 6 foot, you feel like a giant in it. The
car is reliable with great mileage. The seat could be more comfortable. When it is really hot out
Love the hands free Bluetooth it has, and the radio in it is phenomenal. Comfortably fits car
seats in the back I really like the sporty way it drives, the gas mileage it gets, and the Sync
feature that lets me talk on the phone hands free. Has been recalled because of transmission,
has been in shop 4 times still does n to run right. Also been recalled because of back doors
coming open would n to recommend for anyone to purchase this The transmission starting
acting funny within a couple months of driving off the lot. Everything is poorly designed; from
the glovebox, to where the battery is located, to the drivers visor. Didn't know this issue What I
dislike about the Ford focus is that it has a recall on the transmission. Approximately every
miles the computer in charge of shifting the gears loses its synchronization ability, I have had
problems with the transmission and have had it worked on over 5 times. It is comfortable to
drive and I have owned 4 other Focus cars with no problems, this on I hate and I do not like the I
dislike my car with a passion, we have replaced the clutch in the car 5 times. Now the fuel pump
is failing and I've only had the car for a year. Lots of things wrong with it. I only like my car
because I put a lot of miles on it going to work. I do not like my car because I have had a lot of
expensive maintenance issues. I do not like my car because it is not roomy. I really like my car a
lot it has a lot of trunk space and is the perfect size. The only problem is the steering wheels
shaking when I am not going fast like at stoplights which also causes the mirror to shake and it
annoying. It is very comfortable to sit in and drive very well I would recommend this car. It is a
good card, but it could be better. It is slightly comfortable, but could be much roomier. The back
seats are definitely not as comfortable as the driver and passenger seats. I am not a fan of the
control panel. The screen is too much and there is not much function. Overall, it works like it
should, but I have had to get it repaired do not remember the reason. The transmission has also
had issues. In short, the car does not drive as smooth. I purchased the Ford Focus from
someone. It had numerous problems that weren't disclosed at time of purchase. Some were
major problems. The air conditioner didn't work, the After owning many fords, I feel as though
my current focus is a lemon. After many issues with lights popping on about tires and brakes
needing to be fixed without any problems found, I decided to The focus has heated front seats
and a winter package which is great for our winters. The gas mileage is good and is stable on
the road. The body has not rusted and looks almost new. The car handles The Ford Focus is
rated 3. Why is my Ford Focus backup camera not working? What's the Ford Focus tow hook
location? What's the Ford Focus thermostat location? What's the Ford Focus SE fuel filter
location? What's the Ford Focus clutch actuator b location? Answers are provided by third
parties. We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip.
MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale
Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Performance
Blue. Tangerine Scream. Race Red. Ruby Red Tinted Clearcoat. White Platinum Tri-Coat.
Tuxedo Black Metallic. Sterling Gray Metallic. Ingot Silver Metallic. Oxford White. Blue Candy
Tinted Clearcoat. Ford Focus Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a
vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews.
Good gas mileage, runs well, and is Read More. Fuel efficient Ford Focus. His name is Leonard
and he is amazing. Great car for work travel. Fun to drive with good gas mileage. Vehicle has
great performance. Love the radio in it! Very nice! Top Negative Owner Reviews. That everyone I
know who has bought the ford Don't buy if you want to I would never purchase another Ford. I
had Really good deal for the price, an excellent It gets good gas mileage, and there is a Do not
buy this car, it's a bottomless money It has faulty clutch issues. Megan J wrote on January 11,
Jazlyn R wrote on January 4, John Smith wrote on January 3, See All Reviews Owner Reviews
For Problems. Car dud. Lemon of a ford - a disappointment after Owner Reviews For Reliability.
A great family car and reliable. Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy. Interior Features. Exterior
Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. Expert Rating: 4. Expert
Rating: 3. Combined MPG: Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer:
Fixing the backup camera on a Ford Focus will vary based on what is actually wrong with it. The
most common issue reported for this feature on this vehicle is signal problems. If You have no
signal, the Answer: The tow hook for a Ford Focus will be located behind the front bumper and
on the subfram
1999 ford f150 heater core replacement
vw repair manuals
6 gang rocker switch panel wiring diagram

e if it comes equipped with one. Not all models will have this on them. If You want to add one to
Your vehicle they Answer: The Ford Focus's thermostat is not located in the same place as
many other vehicles, so You may have a bit of difficulty finding it. You'll need to look to the left
side of the engine, which would be the Answer: The fuel filter in a Ford Focus SE can be found
in the fuel sending unit that is located in the gas tank. Most new fuel filters are found in the gas
tank on this assembly because it wound up being an Answer: To get to the clutch actuator on
Your Ford Focus, You're going to need to pop the hood and work in the engine compartment.
You'll want to find Your air boxAnd remove that. Underneath, You'll see the See all Frequently
Asked Questions. Moderate Overlap Front. Roof Strength. Driver-side Overlap Front. See all
Safety Features. Top Rated Small Cars. Best Rated Sedans. Best Cars for Gas Mileage. Best
Electric and Hybrid Cars. Browse By Category. Small Cars.

